
 

New study reports sea level rise in the Arctic
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The map illustrates that the average change in the Arctic sea level varies
regionally. Credit: DTU Space/TUM

Over the past 22 years, sea levels in the Arctic have risen an average of
2.2 millimeters per year. This is the conclusion of a Danish-German
research team after evaluating 1.5 billion radar measurements from
satellites using specially developed algorithms. The new results have just
been published in the scientific magazine Remote Sensing online.

The Arctic oceans are often not included in the global sea level
estimation. This is partly due to seasonal changes in the sea-ice cover
and insufficient satellite coverage. But a new study now provides this
overview by looking at extensive amounts of data volumes over many
years.

"The Arctic is a hotspot of climate change," said professor Florian Seitz
of the German Geodetic Research Institute at the Technical University
of Munich (TUM).

"Due to rising temperatures, the glaciers of Greenland are receding. At
the same time sea ice is melting. Every year, billions of liters of
meltwater are released into the ocean."

The enormous volumes of fresh water released in the Arctic not only
raise the sea level, they also have the potential to change the system of
global ocean currents—and thus, our climate.

But how fast do sea levels rise? And precisely what effect does this
have? To answer these questions scientists require specific
measurements over as long a period as possible.
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In a collaborative effort, researchers from the Technical University of
Denmark (DTU) and from the TUM have now documented sea-level
changes in the Arctic over a 22-year period. The new results have just
been published in the scientific magazine Remote Sensing.

"Our study is based on altitude measurements from space via altimetry
satellites and covers the period from 1991 to 2018. Thus, we have
obtained the most complete and precise overview of the sea level
changes in the Arctic ocean to date. This information is important in
terms of being able to estimate future sea levels associated with climate
change," says Stine Kildegaard Rose, Ph.D. at DTU Space, The National
Space Institute in Denmark, and first author to the article in Remote
Sensing.

Finding water with algorithms
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This satellite photo taken by the Copernicus Sentinel-2 mission 9 June 2019
shows a swirl of sea ice off the east coast of Greenland in the Irminger Sea
between Greenland and Iceland. Small pieces of sea ice, known as ice floes, trace
out the ocean currents beneath, resulting in a large swirl-like feature of
approximately 120 km in diameter. Credit: ESA
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The challenge lies in finding the water signals in the measured data.

"Radar satellites measure only the distance to the surface: Albeit, vast
areas of the Arctic are covered with ice, which obscures the seawater,"
explains Dr. Marcello Passaro who also contributed to the new study.

The TUM researcher has developed algorithms to evaluate radar echoes
reflected from the water where it reaches the surface through cracks in
the ice.

Using these algorithms, Passaro processed and homogenized 1.5 billion 
radar measurements from the ERS-2 and Envisat satellites. On the basis
of the signals tracked at the TUM, the DTU team worked on the post-
processing of these data and added the measurements collected by the
current CryoSat radar mission.

Very uneven distribution of sea level changes

Analyzing data for the period between 1996 and 2018 the research team
have revealed the long-term trend: The Arctic sea level rose by an
average of 2.2 millimeters per year.

There are, however, significant regional differences. Within the
Beaufort Gyre, north of Greenland, Canada and Alaska, sea levels rose
twice as fast as on average—more than 100 millimeters in 22 years. The
reason: The low-salinity meltwater collects here, while a steady east wind
produces currents that prevent the meltwater from mixing with other
ocean currents.

Along the coast of Greenland, on the other hand, the sea level is falling.
On the west coast by more than 5 mm per year, because the melting
glaciers weaken the attractive force of gravity there.
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"The homogenized and processed measurements will allow climate
researchers and oceanographers to review and improve their models in
the future," concludes Passaro.

  More information: Stine Kildegaard Rose et al. Arctic Ocean Sea
Level Record from the Complete Radar Altimetry Era: 1991–2018, 
Remote Sensing (2019). DOI: 10.3390/rs11141672
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